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ABSTRACT 

Goodrich, A.B. Who do I support now: a case study of twitter user's second choice 

candidate after their preferred candidate withdraws from the 2020 Democratic Party 

presidential nomination race. MS in Applied Statistics, August 2020, 56pp. (D. 

Baumann) 

 

This thesis explores how tweets of Twitter users and their reciprocal friends are related to 

the 2020 Democratic primary candidates for which these users indicated preference, after 

their initially preferred candidate withdrew. A new methodology was used for collecting 

samples and extracting relevant features while working within the limitations of free 

Twitter access. The sample contained users who indicated a preference for either 

Elizabeth Warren or Pete Buttigieg from Nov 1st, 2019 to Mar 1st, 2020 then later 

indicated final candidate preference for Joe Biden or Bernie Sanders from Mar 5th to Mar 

13th, 2020. Evidence was found that final candidate preference for Twitter users who self-

identified as supporting an initial and final candidate is significantly associated with user 

and friend network tweet frequencies and sentiments for tweets that involve the final 

candidates’ names. Evidence was also found that initial candidate preference is 

significantly associated with final candidate preference. Logistic regression modeling was 

used to explain new candidate preference. A dominance analysis was conducted and 

found that weighted friend network tweet frequencies was the strongest factor in 

predicting final candidate preference, followed by the difference in user tweet 

frequencies, and lastly the candidate for which the user initially indicated support.  
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis uses the 2020 Democratic Party primary to explore how friend 

connections are related to an individual’s candidate preferences. This work will provide 

new insights into how political ideology connects Twitter users across candidate support, 

and how friend networks (FN) are related to this candidate support. Additionally, this 

work adds context to the current literature on political homophily within social media 

networks. Finally, this thesis exclusively uses the free level of Twitter access for data 

collection. In doing so, it presents new methodology to optimize the process and work 

around the limitations presented by free access Twitter restrictions.   

The historical ramifications of the 2016 presidential primaries should not be 

understated. The nomination race on the Democratic side was a heated race between 

Senator Bernie Sanders and ex-Senator and former first lady Hillary Clinton. This 

primary contained two primary ideological confrontations. First, the race highlighted a 

battle between a presented “populace” candidate Bernie Sanders and an alleged 

“establishment” candidate Hillary Clinton (Groshek and koc-Michalska, 2017). Second, 

these two candidates were also separated along the left-right political spectrum, with 

Bernie Sanders representing the “progressive” wing of the Democratic Party and Hillary 

representing the more “moderate” wing of the party. The confrontational 2016 

Democratic primary and the resulting election of Donald Trump to the presidency had 

several social and political implications that are beyond the scope of this thesis. The 
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important take away is that the stakes were intensified for the 2020 Democratic 

presidential primary. This intensification is exemplified by the fact that 22 candidates 

attempted to run for the Democratic nomination. This large selection of candidates 

running for the party nomination would lead to the eventual withdrawal of candidates. 

Twitter was used to explore how Twitter users changed candidate support after 

their preferred candidate withdrew from the race. For the scope of this study, individuals 

who indicated preference for Elizabeth Warren or Pete Buttigieg (from November 1st to 

March 1st, 2020), and later indicated preference for Bernie Sanders or Joe Biden (from 

March 5th to March 13th, 2020) were identified. These Twitter users were used to explore 

three main questions. First, “How are frequencies of users’ tweets containing the 

candidates’ names and tweet sentiments related to whom users support after their 

preferred candidate withdraws from the race?” Second, “How are Twitter users’ 

reciprocal friend networks’ tweeting behaviors and tweet sentiments related to whom 

users support after their preferred candidate withdraws from the race?” Finally, “How is 

identified initial candidate preference related to identified final candidate preference for 

these self-identified Twitter users?” 

The original methodology used to extract explorable features has not been 

replicated in previous work to this graduate student’s knowledge. Therefore, while the 

following literature paints a broad picture of friend connections and political affiliations 

on social media which guide the expectations of this work, the methods to explore these 

concepts differ.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Political Landscape 

While there is already literature on political ideologies (Jost et al., 2009) as well 

as many political election case studies (Jungherr, 2016), changes over time within the 

political landscape inspires continual research. Social media and political polarization 

have, in recent years, contributed to this change in the political landscape. For example, 

in the 2016 Democratic Party presidential primary Senator Bernie Sanders’ campaign 

was viewed by many as a “social media success story,” running an “outsider” campaign 

that went from 5.6% support in April 2015 to 45.2% just a year later (Penney, 2017). In 

addition to social media changing the political landscape, incredibly high levels of 

political polarization have “had a profound effect on the way Americans view the 

[Republican and Democratic] parties” (Murakami, 2008). This political polarization 

might not just result in a strong Republican/Democrat divide but could have meaningful 

implications on how factions orient themselves within these larger political umbrellas. 

While this paper isn’t focused on broad political ideology, we should expect that political 

ideology will affect candidates for whom users indicate preference when their preferred 

candidate withdraws from the race. This thesis evaluates preferences for candidates who 

encompass various ideological positions on the political spectrum. We can consider 

Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren to be candidates who represent themselves further 

left on the political spectrum compared to Pete Buttigieg and Joe Biden, who present 

themselves as more “moderate” candidates. 
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Political Homophily 

Political homophily can help justify why we should expect Twitter users to 

support the political candidate that their friend network prefers, after their initial 

preferred candidate drops out of the nomination race. Homophily is the idea that 

individuals who are similar to one another are more likely to interact with each other 

(McPherson et al. 2001). This idea has been narrowed to specific characteristics shared 

between users such as political beliefs (e.g. political homophily). Some researchers have 

found high levels of political homophily in online social networks (Colleoni et al., 2014; 

Himelboim et al., 2013,2016; Conover et al., 2011). Other researchers contest the extent 

of political homophily on Twitter (Barbera, 2015; Bruns, 2017). The disagreement tends 

to be presented as whether social media platforms like Twitter operate as a ‘public 

sphere’ - where individuals are influenced by new ideas - or as an ‘echo chamber’ - 

where pre-existing beliefs are reinforced through interactions with similar individuals. 

While this thesis will not specifically measure political homophily in the same 

way as the referenced literature, it should still be aware of the underlying relationship that 

users within friend networks tend to have similar political views. This research will be 

more focused on how friend networks’ measured tweet frequencies and sentiments are 

related to users’ tweet frequencies and sentiments. With regards to political homophily, 

most prominent literature concludes that social networks can have homophilic tendencies 

and contain aspects of a “public sphere.” Finally, Twitter research involving political 

homophily has lacked consistency with regards to the methodology of identifying target 

Twitter populations as well as the conceptualization of user group classifications (e.g. 

Republican/Democrat vs Very Liberal to Very Conservative) (Colleoni et al., 2014; 
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Barbera, 2015). As mentioned in the previous section, this thesis will explore candidate 

preferences for candidates who are at different positions ideologically and represent 

separate factions within the Democratic Party. This provides an opportunity to see how 

homophilic tendencies play out at a more micro level than Democrat versus Republican 

or liberal versus conservative.  

Identity 

When using Twitter, individuals try to determine what their relationship is to their 

followers in order to present themselves in their intended manner (Marwick and Boyd, 

2010). This idea is called the Imagined Audience and lends itself to the paradigm of 

symbolic interactionism where identity is created through interactions with other 

individuals (Goffman, 1959). Based on this paradigm, in the context of this thesis we 

would expect that as Twitter users interact with Bernie Sanders or Joe Biden supporters, 

these users will be more likely to support and express support for one of these candidates 

as well.  

Attitude Change 

A change in political support is like a change in attitude. Kelman in 1958 

hypothesized that there are three ways by which an individual can undergo an attitude 

change in relation to an external group. These are compliance, identification, and 

internalization. Compliance is when an individual allows themselves to be influenced in 

order to gain some sort of reward or approval, or to avoid a punishment or disapproval. In 

the context of this thesis an example of compliance could be an individual who is 

influenced by the sentiment to “not rock the boat.” They might support the perceived 

“mainstream” candidate in order to not disappoint their friends who believe that this 
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candidate is the only valid option. Identification is when an individual is influenced by 

the desire to maintain or establish a preferred interaction. While compliance is motivated 

by the effects of one’s actions, identification is motivated by the act of participation 

within the group itself. When changing candidate support, one might be interested in the 

“culture” surrounding a candidate’s campaign. The social environment surrounding a 

campaign could potentially be one that promotes “inclusion” or instills a sense of 

belonging or community within an individual. Internalization is when an individual 

accepts influence because it is in alignment with their value system or offers some form 

of intrinsic value. For example, an individual might support a candidate because that 

candidate’s policy proposals or track record is in alignment with the individual’s own 

values.  

Several political news articles report Bernie Sanders as the furthest left candidate 

in the race usually followed by Elizabeth Warren in more left to center proximity, while 

Pete Buttigieg and Joe Biden are usually reported as being more “moderate” centrist 

candidates (Graham 2020; Zucher 2020). This suggests that someone whose candidate 

choice is driven by internalization would be more likely to support Bernie Sanders if they 

initially supported Elizabeth Warren and more likely to support Joe Biden if they initially 

supported Pete Buttigieg. To understand the broader picture, we must also ask how the 

influence that drives these mechanisms of change in political attitude takes place on 

social media. 

Using Social Media 

The internet has changed the way that humans interact with their social 

environment. The growth of social media over that last two decades has created a new 
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realm for social interaction. Social media provides a platform for people to publicize their 

interactions, providing a new source of data for social research. It allows us to share our 

own thoughts with the world, view how individuals present themselves and interact with 

others, and use these interactions to change how we think of and present ourselves. From 

a social research perspective, social media provides a vital window into the interactions 

and expressed thoughts of individuals that might not otherwise be obtainable or as 

genuinely captured through other methods. Twitter is a social media platform that has 

received much attention from within social research. In part this is due to the fact that 

Twitter is a word-based platform with easily accessible data and a defined relationship 

structure.  

Social media platforms like Twitter provide valuable data with regards to social 

research (Lazer et al., 2009) The growth of Twitter as a platform has led to a substantial 

amount of research on political elections (Jungherr, 2016). It is important to remember 

that Twitter is not always representative of offline social interactions, just as the Twitter 

population is not always representational of the general population. Because the method 

of communication is so different (for example, on Twitter users must present information 

to multiple audiences simultaneously), the Twitter population is forced to present itself 

differently and act differently than the general population. However, there is still a 

relationship between individuals’ online political engagement and their behaviors offline 

(Vaccari et al., 2015; bond et al., 2012).  

Using different methodologies for gathering populations or analyzing 

relationships on Twitter can change the insights drawn from that research. This can 

sometimes result in entirely different conclusions. For example, conclusions drawn may 
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be different if Twitter is viewed as a social medium (where users are identified by 

interactions with their followers) versus a news medium (where users are identified by 

key nodes of which they are a part) (Colleoni et al., 2014).  

The communication vehicle of Twitter is the “tweet,” user-created text messages 

that are limited to 280 characters and are posted to a user’s timeline where they can be 

viewed by that user’s followers. Users may also view a feed of recent tweets that have 

been posted by all users that they follow. The main mechanism for connecting users is the 

hashtag, which allows tweets to be tagged by topics and phrases, creating subspaces on 

Twitter dedicated to social engagement around each hashtag (Jan Pöschko, 2018). 

HYPOTHESES 

As mentioned in the introduction an important part of this work involves using 

free Twitter access to explore identifiable variables within the context of this thesis. The 

specific methodology and limitations will be discussed in more detail in the methods 

section. For understanding the hypotheses, it is important to understand the features that 

were available through the later outlined process. These features include:  

• Classification for initial and final candidate preference 

• Tweet frequencies for final candidate name occurrence for identified users’ and 

their reciprocal friend networks  

• Calculated sentiments for identified Twitter users and their reciprocal friend 

networks’ tweets with regards to tweets containing the final candidates’ names  
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It is also important to note that due to the lack of methodological validation through 

process replication, exploratory factor analysis was used to better understand the 

relationships between identified features.  

The aim of this thesis is four-fold. First, to identify which features are grouping 

together to explain underlying variables within the data through factor analysis. Second,  

to test the relationship between users’ initial and final candidate preference. Third, to test 

the relationship between final candidate preference and identified Twitter users’ tweet 

features. Fourth, to test the relationship between final candidate preference and reciprocal 

friend networks’ identified tweet features.  

Initially the intended scope of this thesis was to include all Democratic primary 

candidates. After the initial data collection process, it was apparent that, due to sample 

size, Twitter limitations, and time constraints that the most effective way to 

operationalize candidate preference was to only include individuals who initially 

supported Elizabeth Warren and Pete Buttigieg, and later indicated support for Joe Biden 

or Bernie Sanders. Limiting the scope of this thesis to these four candidates provides a 

simple way to interpret what the relationship is between initial and final candidate 

preference and allows for hypothesizing candidate transition along relative political 

ideological lines. As previously mentioned, Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren are 

paired ideologically to the left relative to Joe Biden and Pete Buttigieg. The hypotheses 

for this thesis are presented as follows: 

 

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Users who initially support Pete Buttigieg will be more likely 

to support Joe Biden than users who initially support Elizabeth Warren. 

 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): Users’ tweet frequencies for the final candidates will have a 

significant relationship with final candidate preference. 
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Hypothesis 3 (H3): Users’ tweet sentiment for the final candidates will have a 

significant relationship with final candidate preference. 

 

Hypothesis 4 (H4): Reciprocal friend network tweet frequencies for the final 

candidates will have a significant relationship with final candidate preference. 

 

Hypothesis 5 (H5): Reciprocal friend network tweet sentiment for the final 

candidates will have a significant relationship with final candidate preference. 

 

Hypothesis 6 (H6): Modeling will significantly predict final candidate preference 

with higher accuracy than the no information rate (better than guessing). 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Software Usage 

RStudio was the interface that was used to conduct all data analysis and variable 

manipulation (RStudio team, 2019). All twitter data was collected using the rtweet 

package (Kearney, 2019). Most steps outlined in the methodology section required data 

wrangling that used the tidyverse package (Wikham et al., 2019). When conducting the 

bot analysis, a package called tweetbotornot was used to acquire predicted probabilities 

for the Twitter accounts being bots (Mckearney, 2019). Sentiment scores for tweets that 

contained candidate keywords were acquired using the sentimentr package (Rinker, 

2019). Cross validation metrics were calculated using the caret package (Max Kuhn et al., 

2019).  

Predicted Bot Probability 

When conducting a Twitter analysis, the authenticity of the Twitter involved 

accounts needs to be taken into consideration. According to Chu et al., 2012 “Twitter has 

attracted spammers to post spam content which pollutes the community.” This automated 

spamming of content is generally called botting. Botting can affect the integrity of a 
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social analysis that aims to glimpse an understanding of underlying human behavior. 

Automated bot classification systems built on machine learning can help detect whether 

bots are present in the data in order to validate the sample.  

As mentioned previously a package called tweetbotornot, which is available at 

Mckearney’s GitHub page, was used to acquire the predicted probabilities of accounts 

being bots. The function tweetbotornot inside this package uses a gradient-boosted 

machine learning approach to predict bot probabilities. This function provides a slow and 

fast option for predicting bot probability. The slow option uses features from the users’ 

Twitter profile information along with the most recent 100 timeline tweets. The fast 

option simply uses twitter profile information. The slow algorithm which, according to 

the creator of the package predicts with 93.8% accuracy, was used in this analysis.  

Sentiment Analysis 

 The sentiment_by function within the package sentimentr was used to convert the 

text of tweets into numeric sentiment scores. The function approximates the sentiment 

(polarity) of text by sentence while being able to include grouping variables such as 

Twitter user. The function allows for specifications and modification of default polarity 

and valence shifter dictionaries to suit the context of the problem. A detailed description 

for the sentiment prediction process is provided in the package notes in RStudio or is 

available online through the main contributor’s GitHub page. Most of the following 

outlined process is taken directly from the section titled “sentiment” within the sentimenr 

cran documentation. Each paragraph or specified “turn of talk” of the text is broken into 

sentence elements then each sentence is broken into an ordered bag of words. Punctuation 

is removed except for commas, colons, and semi colons which are considered words 
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within the sentence. Each word has a relative position number indicated by paragraph, 

sentence, and word position in the sentence. The words in each sentence are compared to 

a dictionary of polarized words, which in this case is the Jockers 2017 dictionary. These 

polarized words are then used to form a polarized context cluster (PCC) which is a subset 

of the sentence. The PCC is comprised of a set of words before and after the polarized 

word. (The default for this set is 4 words before and two words after). The words in the 

PCC are tagged as neutral, negator, amplifier, or de-amplifier, each of which has a 

different valence shifting effect on the original polarized word. Each polarized word is 

then weighted by the Jockers dictionary and an emoji dictionary, then further weighted by 

valence shifters in the PCC. Commas, colons, and semi colons are pause locations and 

are considered when calculating the upper and lower bounds in the PCC. Adversative 

conjunctions such as but, however, and although are also considered when calculating the 

weights, since it is assumed that adversative conjunctions make the following clause of 

greater value while lowering the value of the prior clause. (e.g. “that other movie was 

pretty good, but this one was amazing”). Finally, these weighted context clusters are 

summed and divided by the square root of the word count (neutral words included) 

yielding an unbounded polarity score for each sentence.  

General Overview 

The following section outlines the original methodological process that borrows 

ideas from prior literature. These methods include sampling based on self-selection 

through word choice and hashtag use (Barbera, 2015; Conover, 2011) and sentiment 

analysis (Marchetti-Bowick & Chambers, 2012). While most current literature that 

analyzes Twitter uses “big data” methods (an opportunity created by the existence of 
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Twitter and other large social media platforms), this thesis will take a different 

methodological approach, due to time constraints and limitations of the free version of 

Twitter, which will be discussed in the following section. The applied methodology is as 

follows:  

1. Initial sampling of relevant users 

2. Initial timeline sampling 

3. Identifying initial candidate support  

4. Identifying final candidate support 

5. Reciprocal friend final candidate support 

6. Merging process 

Sampling of Relevant Users 

Application programming interfaces (API) are programs that can request 

information from an online database. Twitter keeps approximately a one percent sample 

of all tweets from the last 7-10 days in a free, accessible database. These tweets can be 

collected through the use of the Twitter REST API. The REST API was employed 

through the search_tweets function located in the rtweet package in R. The REST API 

allows you filter requests to the database containing tweets by specified keywords. 

Additionally, tweets can be filtered to exclude retweets, which are tweets that are posted 

by a Twitter user but were originally created by another user. A limitation to using the 

REST API is that it can only request up to 18,000 tweets per 15 minutes and the returned 

sample may be smaller than 18,000 based on the amount of Twitter activity involving 

specified keyword filters. 
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 The initial sample was collected on March 2nd and contained tweets from 

February 24th to March 1st, 2020 (tweets from March 2nd were discarded). The goal of 

this initial sample was to identify Twitter users who were engaging in Twitter activity 

surrounding the Democratic primary. Specific hashtags were used to filter tweets. The 

selection of these hashtags centered around the six candidates that took part in the 

February 19th debate in Paradise, Nevada along with general election and primary related 

hashtags. Candidate related hashtags were selected by manually browsing the top 100 

tweets associated with each candidate’s twitter feed and identifying hashtags that 

appeared to be used in a positive manner. While filtering tweet collection by a specific set 

of hashtags doesn’t capture all Twitter activity surrounding the primary for the specified 

time period, it is assumed to capture a good proportion of the activity and more 

importantly ensures that the sample contains relevant tweets surrounding the primary. 

The chosen hashtags are as follows:  

#vote 

#demdebate 

#demdebate2020 

#scprimary2020 

#southcarolinaprimary 

#elections2020 

#election2020 

#nevadacaucus 

#bluewave2020  

#nvcaucus  

#supertuesday  

#demprimary  

#joebiden  

#teamjoe  

#biden2020  

#bidenbounceback  

#buttigieg  

#teampete  

#petebuttigieg  

#peteforamerica  

#klobuchar  

#klobuchar2020  

#klobucharmy  

#amyforamerica  

#amyklobuchar  

#teamamy  

#bernie  

#berniebeatstrump  

#notmeus  

#teambernie  

#bernie2020  

#berniesanders   

#warren  

#presidentelizabethwarr

en  

#warren2020  

#winwithwarren  

#presidentwarren  

#ewarren  

#elizabethwarren  

#teamwarren  

#bloomberg  

#bloomberg2020  

#mikebloomberg  

#teambloomberg 

 

This sampling procedure resulted in a sample of size of 5,036 tweets, out of which 3,284 

unique users (hereafter referred to as U1) were identified. All retweets were filtered out 
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during the collection process to ensure that the users identified were posting original 

content. 

Initial Timeline Sampling 

Twitter allows for the collection of the most recent 3,200 tweets for specified Twitter 

users’ timelines. Timelines are essentially a chronological tweet history for each user. 

These timelines were collected using the get_timelines function in the rtweet package. 

The goal of this part of the process is to collect the timelines of users identified through 

the initial sampling process (U1) over a specific time range of interest, in order to use this 

tweet history to classify users as supporting a specific primary candidate. The specific 

time range of interest in this case is from November 1st, 2019 to March 1st, 2020. 

November 1st was arbitrarily selected as the lower limit of this timeframe. It was deemed 

to be a reasonable date as the primary had gained traction in the media and it allowed for 

a sufficient amount of time for identifying users’ initial candidate preferences. It is 

important to note that the chosen timeframe should not span too far back as the tweets 

from users who tweet frequently might not span the entire timeframe, due to the 3,200 

tweet limit on timeline collection. An additional limitation of the free version of Twitter 

the rate limit on timeline collection of 900 requests per 15 minutes. 200 timeline tweets 

are equivalent to one request. Therefore, to collect a Twitter user’s entire available 

timeline, 16 requests are required. This implies that roughly 56 users’ entire timelines can 

be collected over each 15 minute rate period. To collect the available timelines in their 

entirety for the 3,284 users of interest (U1) it would take roughly 14 hours. However, it 

was only necessary to collect users’ timelines over the timeframe of interest which led to 

the development of a more efficient method for collecting users’ timelines. This 
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collection process will be referred to as “sifting.” The most recent 200 timeline tweets 

were collected from every user in U1 and set aside users whose oldest tweet was from 

before November 1st. In other words, the sifted users’ 200 tweets spanned the entire 

timeframe of interest. Next, the 600 most recent timeline tweets from the remaining users 

were collected, and users whose tweets spanned the desired timeframe were again set 

aside. This process was repeated two more times, increasing the number of timeline 

tweets collected to cutoffs of 1,200 and 3,200. This process took approximately three and 

a half hours, which saved roughly 10 and a half hours of collection time. Finally, users 

whose timelines couldn’t be collected all the way back to November 1st were removed. 

This resulted in a pooled total of 1,277,622 timeline tweets (hereafter referred to as T1) 

that belonged to a remaining 3,277 users whose timelines each spanned over the time 

range of November 1st, 2019 to March 1st, 2020.  

Identifying Initial Candidate Support 

The goal of this next part of the process is to use the collected Twitter users’ 

timeline tweets to classify individuals as preferring a specific Democratic primary 

candidate. This work is focused on Twitter users who initially indicated preference for an 

initial candidate and then indicated preference for a final candidate after their preferred 

candidate withdrew from the race. Therefore, it wasn’t necessary to identify initial 

preference for Bernie Sanders or Joe Biden, since they were still in the race at the time of 

hypothesis formulation. As mentioned in the introduction the only substantial initial 

preference for candidates able to be identified from the timelines of the users of interest 

(T1) were preferences for Elizabeth Warren and Pete Buttigieg. 
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The process used to identify an individual as a supporter of a specific Democratic 

primary candidate is as follows. First, all text was converted to lower case to prevent case 

sensitive discrepancies in key word searches. Second, True/false (0,1) dummy features 

were created indicating whether a candidate’s last name was contained within each 

timeline tweet. For example, if a tweet contained “warren” then that tweet would be 

associated with TRUE for the Warren dummy variable, which is equivalent to a value of 

1. Third, true/false dummy variables were created for each candidate, indicating whether 

a tweet contains a positive hashtag associated with one of the candidates.  

For a user to be classified as preferring a specific candidate, three requirements 

had to be met. First, a user had to have at least 5 tweets containing the candidate’s name. 

Second, a pro-candidate hashtag had to be used at least once. For example, #teampete is a 

pro-candidate hashtag and its use would most likely indicate support for Pete Buttigieg. 

Third, the user’s tweets that contained the candidate’s name had to have a positive 

average sentiment, as calculated by the process explained in the “Sentiment Analysis” 

section. After applying this methodology, it was clear that useful sample sizes could only 

be obtained for Pete Buttigieg (n=259) and Elizabeth Warren (n=190) with 449 total 

(hereafter referred to as U2). Amy Klobuchar was the next highest candidate with only 15 

supporters identified, which was deemed too small for any significant inference.  

Second Stage Candidate Support 

The goal of this part of the process is to identify new candidate preference over a 

time period that is after the initial preferred candidates had withdrawn from the race. To 

identify second stage candidate support, timeline tweets were collected over the 

timeframe of March 5th, 2020 to March 13th, 2020 from users who were initially 
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identified as supporting Pete Buttigieg or Elizabeth Warren (U2). The timeframe was 

selected to be after the suspension of Pete Buttigieg’s (March 1st) and Elizabeth Warren’s 

(March 5th) campaigns, resulting in Bernie Sanders and Joe Biden being the only two 

remaining prominent candidates. A replication of the procedure used to identify initial 

candidate support using candidate name occurrence, hashtags, and tweet sentiment was 

performed. The resulting sample size was lacking (n = 86). In order to verify the process 

and potentially identify additional supporters, manual identification of final candidate 

support was performed using implicit and explicit expressed support for the candidates. 

For example:  

Explicit:  “just voted for joe. cried the whole way home. I really wanted pete. 

#petetobiden #petebuttigieg #pete2020 #pete2024 #chastenbuttigieg” 

 

Implicit: “young voters, I’m disappointed in you. we had the power to vote 

Bernie. you all were able to stand for rallies, yet, chose to sit from practicing your 

civil right? we allowed Biden to win. let’s change that. NY, I’m looking at you. 

#notmeus #berniewarriors #bernieorbust” 

 

It is important to note that while manual supervision is a subjective process, 

misclassifications would only add more underlying variation to the data. Therefore, it is 

not in the researcher’s best interest to either include classifications that are unclear or to 

misclassify individuals as it would only result in a weaker sample for identifying 

hypothesized relationships. In addition, misclassification can occur algorithmically and 

sentiment analysis, which is used as a feature in the classification process can miss 

nuance such as sarcasm that manual supervision can detect from context. 

It is reasonable to expect that the initial algorithmic approach to classifying initial 

candidate preference was reasonably accurate, since the same process when applied and 

verified through manual supervision using final candidate preference contained a high 
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level of accuracy. All users identified as preferring Joe Biden through the classification 

algorithm were contained within the manual supervision sample. Only five users who 

were identified as supporting Bernie Sanders using the algorithmic approach were 

inaccurately classified out of 30. The potential pitfall of the algorithmic approach is its 

tendency to not identify all individuals who expressed support for a candidate within the 

sample. As mentioned above, manual classification of final candidate preference resulted 

in a larger sample size compared to the algorithmic approach. Through manual 

supervision, 42 Sanders supporters and 155 Biden supporters were identified, resulting in 

a sample size of 197 (hereafter referred to as U3). The manual classification process 

identified roughly twice as many users as the algorithmic approach and was able to 

identify situations where misclassifications occurred. Therefore, it was decided that using 

the manual classifications for final candidate support would be more appropriate. It is out 

of the scope of this thesis, but a better process would have been to use manual 

classifications to identify features contained in users’ tweets that would be able to discern 

users algorithmically with high accuracy and without the substantial decrease in sample 

size.  

Reciprocal Friend Candidate Support 

The goal of this step in the process is to identify reciprocal friends for the users 

identified as indicating an initial and final candidate preference (U3). After identifying 

reciprocal friends for each user, their timelines were collected to obtain tweet frequencies 

and sentiments for tweets associated with Bernie Sanders and Joe Biden over March 5th 

to March 13th. The Twitter API allows for the collection of friend usernames (out-bound 

ties) for a given username or ID. This process was implemented using the get_friends 
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function in the rtweet package in R. Using this function, 100 friends were collected for 

each of the users in U2. Then, up to 5,000 followers (in-bound ties) were collected for 

these same username or ID. Only 100 friends were collected in order to ensure the 

number of resulting tweets during timeline collection would be manageable. The total 

collection of friends for each user was compared to the total sample of their followers to 

determine reciprocal relationships. This resulted in the collection of 14,898 unique 

reciprocal friends (F1) for 436 users (U2.1). Note that the total sample U2 decreased by 

13, due to the filtering of users who were not identified as having reciprocal friends (or 

possibly users deleting their accounts during the collection process). For U2.1 the 

minimum number of reciprocal friendships that were identified was 1, the maximum 99, 

and the median 29.   

To ensure stability when calculating the average sentiment of users’ friend 

networks, users with fewer than 10 identified reciprocal friends were removed, leaving 

383 users. 492 reciprocal friends’ timelines were not authorized for collection, leaving 

14,406 reciprocal friends eligible for timeline collection (F1.1). The 100 most recent 

timeline tweets were collected for the eligible reciprocal friends and any duplicate tweets 

were removed. The resulting sample contained a total of 1,061,444 reciprocal friend 

timeline tweets. 

To calculate a user’s friend network sentiment toward the two final candidates, a 

similar procedure to calculating users’ initial candidate support was used. First, all text 

contained within the friend timeline tweets was converted to lower case for keyword 

identification. Then, two dummy features were created using Booleans, one of which 

consisted of tweets that contained the keyword “bernie” and one of which contained the 
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keyword “biden.” Next, sentiment scores were calculated for each tweet containing one 

or more of the keyword features. Finally, reciprocal friend tweets were grouped by the 

initial users associated with these friends and sentiments for tweets where the candidate 

dummy feature had a value of 1 indicating true were calculated. This resulted in two 

average sentiment scores pertaining to the two final candidates for the reciprocal friend 

network of each user interest along with the tweet frequencies for tweets that contained 

each candidate’s last name.  

Final Merging Process 

The goal of the merging process was to combine all of the extractable information 

that was acquired throughout the previous steps. Tweet frequencies for tweets containing 

the names of each final candidate had been collected for the users and the users’ 

reciprocal friend networks. Average sentiment scores had been calculated for tweets that 

contained the final candidates’ last names, both for the users and for their reciprocal 

friend networks. In addition, a variable indicating how many reciprocal friends were 

identified for each user was also included.  In order to acquire a final data set for analysis 

all of this extracted information was joined by username for the users who had been 

identified as indicating a preference for one of the final candidates. This resulted in a 

dataset that contained the 197 users identified as transitioning from an initial candidate 

preference (Elizbeth Warren or Pete Buttigieg) to a final candidate preference (Bernie 

Sanders or Joe Biden), the extractable features associated with the users’ tweets regarding 

the final candidates, and their friend networks’ tweets regarding the final candidates. As 

an additional feature for validation of the sample, the predicted probabilities of being a 

bot were joined to this dataset by username. The entirety of this merged information 
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makes up the final dataset and is considered the overall sample for analysis and can be 

seen in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Merging User and Friend Network Tweet Features by Twitter Usernames 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

The sample contained 61 users who were identified as indicating an initial 

preference for Elizabeth Warren and 136 users who were identified as indicating an 

initial preference for Pete Buttigieg. 42 of these users were identified as indicating final 

candidate preference for Bernie Sanders and 155 were identified as indicating final 

preference for Joe Biden. Table 1 shows the user transitions from initial candidate 

preference to final candidate preference. We can see that users who initially indicated a 

preference for Elizabeth Warren had an approximately equal amount of transitions of 

final candidate preference to Bernie Sanders as to Joe Biden (30 to 31). Twitter users who 

were identified as indicating an initial preference for Pete Buttigieg mostly transitioned 
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their identified preference to Joe Biden (124 to 12). Twitter users in the sample tweeted 

about Bernie Sanders and Joe Biden with a median of 3 and 9 respectively. The median is 

a better estimate than the mean for centrality in this case, since the tweet frequency 

distributions for the sample users is heavily right-skewed which can be observed in 

Figure 2. The tweets that were associated with Joe Biden had a more positive average 

sentiment than the tweets that were associated with Bernie Sanders and had a similar 

spread (�̅�𝑈𝐵
= 0.089, 𝑆𝐷𝑈𝐵

= 0.114; �̅�𝑈𝑆
= 0.049, 𝑆𝐷𝑈𝑆

= 0.111). Friend network 

tweets that were associated with Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders were similarly skewed 

right with median values of  81 and 40 respectively. This value is dependent on a varying 

amount of identified reciprocal friends for each user. The median number of reciprocal 

friends identified per user was 30 with a standard deviation of 23.5. The minimum 

number of reciprocal friends identified was one. Additionally, there were six individuals 

who had fewer than five reciprocal friends identified. The overall sentiment for tweets 

containing the final candidates in users’ friend networks had a mean of 0.071 and 0.035 

for Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders respectively. The predicted probability of a user being 

a bot had a mean of 0.413 with a standard deviation of 0.308. While this sample contains 

a large spread of predicted bot probabilities, we will see in the next section that this did 

not appear to affect the integrity of the analysis. All variables can be viewed in Table 2.  
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Table 1. Contingency Table of Initial vs. Final Candidate Support 

 Initial Candidate  

Final Candidate Elizabeth Warren Pete Buttigieg Total 

Bernie Sanders 30 12 42 

Joe Biden 31 124 155 

Total 61 136 197 

 

Table 2. Variable Summaries 

Variable Missing 

count 

Complete 

percentage 

Mean Median Standard 

deviation 

Number of 

Friends 

8 95.9 34.74 30 23.5 

FN Sanders 

Count 

8 95.9 115.5 40 214 

FN Biden 

Count 

8 95.9 162.6 81 201 

User’s 

Sanders 

Count 

8 95.9 19.07 3 19.1 

User’s 

Biden 

Count 

8 95.9 21.7 9 21.7 

FN Sanders 

Sentiment 

21 89.3 0.036 0.035 0.0574 

FN Biden 

Sentiment 

21 89.3 0.071 0.075 0.0647 

User’s 

Sanders 

Sentiment 

48 75.6 0.049 0.046 0.111 

User’s 

Biden 

Sentiment 

14 14 0.089 0.970 0.114 

Predicted 

Prob Bot 

7 96.4 0.413 0.371 0.308 
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Figure 2. Histograms of Friend Network and User Frequencies of Tweets Containing 

Final Candidate Names 

Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Table 3 shows the solution to a factor analysis conducted using a varimax 

rotation, which maximizes the total variation explained per latent factor grouping. The 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) factor adequacy metric was used to assess the potential for 

latent factors. Friend and user sentiment for Bernie Sanders were removed prior to 

conducting the analysis due to inadequate contribution to the KMO score. The remaining 

variables had an overall KMO of 0.63, which is considered mediocre but sufficient for 

complex social constructions (Cerny & Kaiser, 1977). From the output in Table 3, we 

can see that the six variables are loading onto three latent factors. These groupings were 

not previously hypothesized, as this factor analysis is exploratory in nature, but did pass 

the WOW criterion (Johnson & Wichern, 2002). The first latent factor contains 
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significant loadings from the friend network tweet frequencies for Biden and Sanders, 

which suggests that the latent factor being measured is the level of political activity 

within the friend network. The second latent factor is comprised of the user tweet 

frequencies for Biden and Sanders, which suggests the level of political activity of the 

user. The third and final latent factor contains friend and user sentiment for Joe Biden, 

which suggests an overall homophilic sentiment for Joe Biden.  

It was seen in the histograms in Figure 2 that all four tweet frequency variables 

were similarly right skewed. This realization, along with the latent factor groupings for 

the friend network and user tweet frequencies led to exploration of potential composite 

variables. One piece of information that is lost by considering tweet frequencies for the 

candidates as separate variables, is the underlying preference for either candidate that 

could potentially be seen by taking the difference in these frequencies. Therefore, 

because these frequency variables were similarly distributed, explained shared latent 

factors, and could explain an underlying candidate preference, the following variates 

were created: 

𝑭𝒓𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒅 = (𝑭𝑵𝑺𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒏
− 𝑭𝑵𝑩𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒏

) ∗ √𝑭𝒓𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒏 

𝑼𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒅 = 𝑼𝒔𝒆𝒓𝑺𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒏
− 𝑼𝒔𝒆𝒓𝑩𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒏

 

 One variate is constructed from the difference in the friend network frequency for 

tweets containing Bernie Sanders and Joe Biden multiplied by the square root 

transformation of the number of identified reciprocal friends per user. The number of 

identified friends was included in the equation to act as a weighted certainty metric, 

where weight is given to friend networks that are built on a larger number of identified 

reciprocal friends. The square root transformation was used to normalize the weight, 
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since the distribution of the number of reciprocal friends identified per user was right 

skewed. In addition to providing a certainty metric, it is useful to include the number of 

friends within the friend frequency variate, since the variable contains valuable 

underlying information about the ratio of mutual to non-mutual friends within each user’s 

friend network. A second variate was created, which is the difference in each user’s tweet 

frequency for the candidates. A third variate was not calculated for user and friend 

network sentiment for Biden, since it wouldn’t provide interpretable insight. In addition, 

when allowing for 4 variables within the factor analysis using the same varimax rotation, 

a forced split occurred within the user and friend sentiment for Joe Biden. Therefore, 

further dimension reduction was not pursued. The summary statistics for the two new 

variates are presented in Table 4 along with histograms in Figure 3. 

 

Table 3. Exploratory Factor Analysis Summary Using Varimax Rotation 

 Item RC1 RC2 RC3 H2 U2 com 

FN Biden 

Count 

2 0.89   0.880 0.119 1.240 

FN 

Sanders 

Count 

1 0.85   0.898 0.101 1.503 

User 

Biden 

Count 

5  0.83  0.826 0.173 1.400 

User 

Sanders 

Count 

4  0.81  0.864 0.135 1.619 

Friend 

Biden 

Sentiment 

3   0.86 0.820 0.179 1.220 

User 

Biden 

Sentiment 

6   0.74 0.742 0.257 1.699 
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Table 4. Summary of Calculated Differences 

New 

Variates 

Missing 

(n = 197) 
mean sd min Q1 median Q3 Max 

Friendd 8 319 812 -2,636 2.45 96.8 593 3,403 

Userd 8 2.63 25.7 -146 -1 2 8 153 

 

BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS 

Table 5 shows the Spearman correlations between the variables of interest in the dataset. 

Differences between users’ tweet frequencies for Bernie Sanders and Joe Biden has a 

significant positive relationship with friend network differences for these candidate 

frequencies (r = 0.393). The positive nature of this relationship is to be expected as both 

differences were calculated with the same ordering of the frequency of tweets associated 

with Biden minus the frequency of tweets associated with Sanders. In other words, we 

Figure 3. Histograms of Friendd and Userd 
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can think of the users’ frequency difference and friend networks’ frequency difference as 

factors that indicate preference for one candidate or another with positive values 

indicating a preference for Joe Biden and negative values indicating preference for Bernie 

Sanders. Difference in users’ tweet frequency has a significant positive correlation with 

users’ and friend networks’ sentiment for Joe Biden (r = 0.349; r = 0.268) along with 

initial and final candidate preference (r = 0.286; r = 0.494). Users’ sentiment for Bernie 

Sanders has a significant negative correlation with friend network frequency difference  

(r = -0.273) and a significant negative relationship with final candidate preference              

(r = -0.167). Users’ Biden Sentiment has a significant positive correlation with friend 

network difference (r = 0.179), friend network sentiment for Joe Biden (r = 0.363), initial 

candidate preference (r = 0.231), and final candidate preference ( r = 0.347). Friend 

network difference has a significant positive relationship with friend network sentiment 

for Joe Biden (r = 0.315), initial candidate preference (r = .358), and final candidate 

preference (r = 0.594), which is the strongest bivariate correlation. Friend network 

sentiment for Bernie Sanders has a significant positive correlation with friend network 

sentiment for Joe Biden (r = 0.267). Friend network sentiment for Joe Biden had a 

significant positive correlation with initial candidate preference and final candidate 

preference (r = 0.325; r = 0.285). User’s initial candidate preference has a positive 

relationship with users’ final candidate preference (r = 0.456), where initial preference for 

Elizabeth Warren is positively associated with final preference for Bernie Sanders and 

similarly for Pete Buttigieg and Joe Biden. 
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 Table 5. Bivariate Correlations of Full Data Set 

  

  Userd 

User 

Sanders 

Sentiment 

User Biden 

Sentiment 
Friendd 

Friend 

Sanders 

Sentiment 

Friend Biden 

Sentiment 

Initial 

Candidate 

Final 

Candidate 

Userd   
-0.077 

(.351) 

0.349 

(<.001) 

0.393 

(<.001) 

0.025 

(.743) 

0.268 

(<.001) 

0.286 

(<.001) 

0.494 

(<.001) 

User Sanders 

Sentiment 

-0.077 

(.351) 
  

-0.007 

(.936) 

-0.273 

(.001) 

0.098 

(.254) 

-0.101 

(.238) 

-0.115 

(.161) 

-0.167 

(.042) 

User Biden 

Sentiment 

0.349 

(<.001) 

-0.007 

(.936) 
  

0.179 

(.015) 

-0.046 

(.549) 

0.363 

(<.001) 

0.231 

(.002) 

0.347 

(<.001) 

Friendd 
0.393 

(<.001) 

-0.273 

(.001) 

0.179 

(.015) 
  

-0.133 

(.079) 

0.315 

(<.001) 

0.358 

(<.001) 

0.594 

(<.001) 

Friend Sanders 

Sentiment 

0.025 

(.743) 

0.098 

(.254) 

-0.046 

(.549) 

-0.133 

(.079) 
  

0.267 

(<.001) 

-0.073 

(.332) 

-0.118 

(.119) 

Friend Biden 

Sentiment 

0.268 

(<.001) 

-0.101 

(.238) 

0.363 

(<.001) 

0.315 

(<.001) 

0.267 

(<.001) 
  

0.325 

(<.001) 

0.285 

(<.001) 

Initial 

Candidate 

0.286 

(<.001) 

-0.115 

(.161) 

0.231 

(.002) 

0.358 

(<.001) 

-0.073 

(.332) 

0.325 

(<.001) 
  

0.456 

(<.001) 

Final 

Candidate 

0.494 

(<.001) 

-0.167 

(.042) 

0.347 

(<.001) 

0.594 

(<.001) 

-0.118 

(.119) 

0.285 

(<.001) 

0.456 

(<.001) 
  

Note. * = p<.05; ** = p<.01; *** = p<.001.  Computed correlation used Spearman -method with pairwise-deletion. 
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Bot Analysis 

The predicted probability of a Twitter user being a bot was not significantly 

correlated with any other variable in the model. These Spearman correlations can be seen 

in Table 6. This suggests that, while there are accounts that were predicted to be bots 

with high probability, there is no significant evidence to suggest that these bot accounts 

had any effect on the results. In addition, by running a random forest model that included 

every available predictor variable, the resulting variable importance plot built on 1,000 

different trees suggests that the models on average gained 2.53 percent accuracy in 

predicting final candidate preference when not including the predicted probability of 

being a bot in the model.  

 

Table 6. Predicted Bot Correlations 

  Userd 

User 

Sanders 

Sentiment 

User 

Biden 

Sentiment 

Friendd 

Friend 

Sanders 

Sentiment 

Friend 

Biden 

Sentiment 

Initial 

Candidate 

Final 

Candidate 

Predicted 

Bot 

Probability 

0.006 

(.937) 

0.020 

(.812) 

0.010 

(.890) 

0.020 

(.788) 

0.030 

(.695) 

-0.074 

(.336) 

-0.053 

(.468) 

0.045 

(.537) 

 

RESULTS 

To address hypothesis 6, model building was performed, and repeated cross 

validation was used to select the optimal model. The binary nature of the response 

variable led to the exploration of several models such as classification trees, linear 

discriminant analysis, and logistic regression. The final model is a logistic regression 

model with three predictors (friend network difference, user difference, and initial 
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candidate preference) and one response variable (final candidate preference). The model 

presented in Table 7 was determined to be the most parsimonious model, while also 

achieving the best cross-validation metrics (Acc = 0.903; k = 0.708). In addition to 

superior metrics, this model results in only nine observations being deleted due to 

missingness, compared to the models that included sentiment variables, which have a 

larger number of missing values. The ability for the three predictor variables to 

distinguish final candidate preference can be seen visually in Figure 4.   

Table 6. Additive Logistic Regression Model 

Coefficients Estimate  Std. 

Error 

 Z 

value 

 P value 

Intercept  -0.2707 0.3793 -0.714  0.4754 

Friend Network Tweet Difference (Biden-

Sanders) 

  0.0141 0.0044 -3.182 0.0015** 

User Tweet Difference (Biden-Sanders)   0.1362 0.0503 -2.709  

0.0067** 

Initial Candidate   1.7543 0.6163  2.847 0.0044** 

Note.  p < .1 = . ; p < .05 = * ; p < .01 = ** ; p < .001 = *** 

Null deviance: 200.23 on 188 degrees of freedom 

Residual deviance:  72.81 on 185 degrees of freedom 

McFadden = 0.64; Nagelkerke = 0.76; Coxsnell = 0.50 

AIC: 80.81 

Cross-Validated (10 fold, repeated 3 times): Accuracy = 0.903; Kappa = 0.708 

 

Interactions were assessed between the predictors. There was a significant 

interaction between friend network tweet difference and user tweet difference. On further 

inspection the significance of this interaction appears to have been exaggerated by 

outliers. Figure 5 is an interaction plot faceted by initial candidate preference when 

excluding friend network tweet differences that were considered outliers by the 

interquartile outlier rule, which is equivalent to values that fall outside the whiskers on a 
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boxplot. When trimming off the extreme values we can see that the increase in predicted 

probabilities are approximately equivalent for different levels of user tweet difference.  
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Figure 4. Scatter Plot of Friendd vs. Userd Faceted by Initial Candidate Preference 

 

Figure 5. Interaction Plot of Predicted Values for Final Candidates 
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In addition, the interaction term loses its significance in the model by trimming 

these outliers (p = .07). Finally, the interaction model does not improve model predictive 

performance over the additive model and instead increases the AIC metric slightly. 

Therefore, it was decided that it was reasonable to use the additive model in the final 

analysis to allow for clearer interpretation.  

Model coefficients for the quantitative predictors are best understood through 

example. By holding the initial candidate as Elizabeth Warren and user tweet difference 

at 0, we see that as friend tweet difference goes from the 40th percentile to the 60th 

percentile with values of 48 and 219 respectively, we see the predicted probability of Joe 

Biden being the final preferred candidate increases from 0.602 to 0.943. Similarly, while 

still keeping Elizabeth Warren as the initial candidate and setting friend tweet difference 

to 0, we see that as user tweet difference goes from the 40th percentile to the 60th 

percentile with values of 1 and 3 respectively, that the predicted probability of Joe Biden 

being the final preferred candidate increases from 0.466 to 0.534. Finally, while keeping 

both user and friend tweet differences at 0, and switching from initial support being 

Elizabeth Warren to Pete Buttigieg, we see the predicted probability of the final candidate 

being Joe Biden increase from 0.422 to 0.815.  

The model coefficients can be interpreted by changes in the odds ratios. For a one 

unit increase in friend network difference, which is a weighted measure of the difference 

in tweet occurrence for Biden versus Sanders, we expect the odds of final candidate 

preference being Joe Biden to increase by 1.014 when holding all other predictors 

constant. Similarly, for a one unit increase in user tweet difference for the final 

candidates (also calculated Biden minus Sanders), we expect the odds of final candidate 
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preference being Joe Biden to increase by 1.146 when holding all other predictors 

constant. As initial candidate preference goes from Elizabeth Warren to Pete Buttigieg, 

the odds of the final candidate being Joe Biden increases by 5.78, when holding friend 

network difference and user tweet difference constant. 

In order to fully understand the predictive importance that each variable 

contributes to the model, dominance analysis was performed (Azen & Traxel, 2009). 

Dominance analysis uses all possible subset models and measures the predictive 

contribution of each variable using a pseudo R2 fit metric. For this dominance analysis the 

McFadden metric was used. Dominance analysis allows for the ability to observe relative 

predictive performance between variables in several ways. One common way is through a 

dominance matrix which summarizes the relationship between predictor variables. The 

dominance matrix for the logistic regression predictor variables is presented in Table 8. 

The dominance matrix is interpreted by column. A 0 implies that the row variable 

associated with the column variable is completely dominated by the column variable, a 

0.5 means that a relationship cannot be established, and a 1 implies that the column 

variable is completely dominated by the row variable. This suggests that friend difference 

contributed more to the McFadden pseudo R2 than user difference and initial candidate 

preference for all possible model subsets. Additionally, we see that user difference 

completely dominates initial candidate preference, suggesting that it contributed more to 

the predictive performance for all possible subsets. Using dominance analysis, we can 

also plot the average contribution to the predictive performance over all model subsets 

for each predictor variable. This plot can be seen in Figure 6.  
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Table 7. Dominance Matrix of Logistic Regression Predictor Variables 

 Friend 

Difference 

User 

Difference 

Initial Candidate 

Preference 

Friend Difference 0.5 1.0 1.0 

User Difference 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Initial Candidate 

Preference 
0.0 0.0 0.5 

 

 

 

Figure 6. General Average Predictive Contribution for Final Candidate Preference 

It is difficult to compare the relative effect of weighted tweet differences for the 

friend network compared to user tweet differences, since the friend network differences 

are weighted by the square root of the number of reciprocal friends identified. Even 

without this weight there would be an underlying difference in scale between the two 

variables that makes relative comparison difficult. For example, even if every user had 
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100 reciprocal friends identified, it would not necessarily be appropriate to compare a 

change in 100 units of friend network tweet difference to a one unit change in user tweet 

difference. While a one unit change in user tweet difference results in a larger change in 

the odds of final candidate preference when compared to a one unit change in friend 

network weighted tweet difference, it appears that a one to one unit comparison is not 

appropriate as the relative scales and interpretations of these variables differ. Instead it 

seems more appropriate to make the comparison based on changes in predicted 

probabilities using identical changes in percentiles across the two variables. When 

observing the change in the predicted probability of Joe Biden being the final candidate 

preference when changing the value of both variables from the 40th to 60th percentile, we 

saw a bigger change in the predicted probability for the friend network difference (0.341) 

compared to user tweet difference (0.068). This suggest that when considering the 

expected variation for the two variables by observing changes in percentiles instead of a 

one unit change in the odds, that the friend network difference has a larger effect on final 

candidate preference. This conclusion is consistent with the stronger correlation between 

friend network difference and final candidate preference (r = 0.594) compared to user 

tweet difference and final candidate preference (r = 0.494). Additionally, by performing 

dominance analysis it was found that friend network difference contributed more to the 

predictive power of the model in explaining the variation in final candidate preference for 

every possible model subset compared to user difference.  

 This analysis found two pieces of evidence that support hypothesis 1 (users who 

initially support Pete Buttigieg will be more likely to support Joe Biden than users who 

initially support Elizabeth Warren). First, there is a significant Spearman correlation 
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between initial and final candidate preference (r = .456) with Pete Buttigieg and Joe 

Biden coded in the same direction. Second, initial candidate preference is significant in 

the final additive logistic regression model (p = 0.0044). The coefficient of this 

significant relationship predicts that the odds of final candidate preference being Joe 

Biden increase by 5.78 when Pete Buttigieg is the initial candidate preference instead of 

Elizabeth Warren.  

 Hypothesis 2 was supported by both a significant correlation between user tweet 

difference (r = 0.494), which is comprised of the difference in user tweet frequencies for 

Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders, and the significant model relationship between user tweet 

difference and final candidate preference (p = 0.0067).  

 Hypothesis 3 was supported for both user sentiment for Bernie Sanders which had 

a significant negative correlation with final candidate preference being Joe Biden (r = -

0.167) and user sentiment for Joe Biden which had a significant positive correlation (r = 

0.347). Both sentiment variables were deemed redundant when included in a model that 

contained the tweet frequency differences.  

 Evidence to support hypothesis 4 (friend network frequencies vs final candidate 

preference) was found in both the correlation and model significance. Friend network 

tweet difference had the strongest positive correlation (r = 0.594). This suggests that as 

friend networks tweet more about Joe Biden compared to Bernie Sanders that the 

probability that user will have Joe Biden as their final candidate preference increases and 

consequently decreases when the friend networks tweet more about Bernie Sanders. After 

considering the dominance analysis, it can also be seen that friend network frequency 

contributes the most in providing predictive power to the model.  
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 Evidence was found to support hypothesis 5 for friend network sentiment for Joe 

Biden, but not for Bernie Sanders in relation to final candidate preference. There was a 

significant positive correlation between friend network sentiment for Joe Biden and final 

candidate preference being Joe Biden (r = 0.285). The friend network sentiment for 

Bernie Sanders, while negative in direction which is expected due to final candidate 

being assessed in the direction of Joe Biden being the final candidate was not significant 

at the 0.05 level (r = -0.118). The lack of significance could be due to the larger number 

of missing values (nm = 48) for friend network sentiment for Bernie Sanders. Perhaps a 

larger sample size would be able to discern a weak, but significant relationship.  

 Significant evidence was found when comparing model accuracy to the no 

information rate (random guessing) through repeated k-fold cross validation (p < .001). 

This suggests that the final model is predicting final candidate preference at a higher rate 

than guessing the majority class (90.3% vs. 77.8%). This evidence supports hypothesis 6 

that the final logistic regression model effectively predicts final candidate preference at a 

higher rate than by random chance.  

DISCUSSION 

General Findings 

This thesis has three key findings. First, this thesis finds evidence that a Twitter 

user’s initial candidate preference is associated with their final candidate preference. 

Second, exploratory factor analysis revealed latent factor groupings that passed the 

WOW criterion (Johnson & Wichern, 2002). Third, friend network tweet frequency 

differences for candidates had a stronger correlation and predictive dominance with final 
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candidate preference compared to user tweet frequency differences and initial candidate 

preference. 

There are three presented explanations for why users who initially supported 

Elizabeth Warren were less likely to support Joe Biden compared to Pete Buttigieg 

supporters. First, ideologically Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders are viewed as 

further to the left on the liberal/conservative spectrum compared to Pete Buttigieg and 

Joe Biden. This ideological relationship supports Kelman’s theory of internalization, 

where individuals are making a new decision based on an internal value system, which 

leads them to be influenced to support a candidate who has similar ideology and policies 

to their initial candidate preference. An example from one user who was identified as 

initially supporting Elizabeth Warren and later Bernie Sanders said, “I will be supporting 

Bernie Sanders moving forward because I believe in progressive policy and ideas over 

anything else.” Second, Murakami’s idea of the “party purity group” can be used to help 

explain this phenomenon. This concept suggests that certain orginizations are “frustrated 

with moderates, who seem to betray core party values by siding with the opposition.” 

Within this context, Joe Biden during the early primary debates presented himself as 

someone who has worked “across the aisle” in order to get things done. For individuals 

who adhere to the party purity mentality, this postion is a potentially unattractive. 

Elizabeth Warren presents herself as a fighter for the average Joe, who takes on Wall 

Street and large special interests. In addition, she has a track record that is considered 

further left on the liberal/conservative spectrum. Supporters of Elizabeth Warren might 

be attracted to her percieved party purity and would be less likely to prefer Joe Biden as 

he may be percieved as unpure for taking more “moderate” stances. Third, it is important 
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to note that when Pete Buttigieg suspended his campaign, he officially endorced Joe 

Biden for the nomination. Using Kelman’s theory of compliance, if the candidate that an 

individual supports endorses another candidate, it introduces to that individual a strong 

reason to comply and support that new candidate. A Morning Consulting poll taken 

February 23-27 involving 13,428 Democratic primary voters found that 21% of first 

choice backers of Pete Buttigieg indicated that Bernie Sanders was their preferred second 

choice candidate compared to 19% who indicated Joe Biden was their preferred second 

choice candidate. This potentially speaks to the effect that Buttigieg’s endorcement for 

Joe Biden had on his supporters, since in this Twitter sample 91.2% of users who initially 

indicated a preference for Pete Buttigieg later indicated support for Joe Biden.  

The exploratory factor analysis found that tweet frequencies for the final 

candidates coexplain underlying latent factors for users and their reciprocal friends. This 

suggests that the frequency variables were measuring the underlying political activeness 

on twitter for the users and their friend networks. User and friend network sentiments for 

candidates coexplained a third latent factor, which appears to be the homophilic 

sentiment that a user and their friend network share. This finding, along with a significant 

correlations between user and friend network tweet sentiment pertaining to Joe Biden (r = 

0.363), suggests that generally users express a similar sentiment toward Joe Biden, that 

their friend networks express. In addition, there is a significant correlation between friend 

and user tweet frequency differences for the candidates (r = 0.393). These relationships 

are in alignment with previous studies that find that friend networks have political 

homophilic tendancies.  
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Lastly and most importantly, the relative strength of determining candidate 

support based on the correlations, significance in the logistic regression model, and 

dominance analysis suggests that the weighted friend tweet difference variable was the 

strongest predictor of final candidate preference. This finding is suprising given that the 

friend network variable is competing with user’s own tweet differences, and the 

candidate that the user initially preferred. While it is important to note all of these 

variables share some level of significant covariance, this finding at the very least 

highlights the strong relationship that friend connections have on individuals’ political 

views. 

There are several avenues for continued research with regards to the methodology 

and findings in this paper. First, classifications for Twitter user preferences can be refined 

through the potential use of more sophisticated machine learning algorithms and 

extensive supervision. The value of the methodological process increases when 

individuals can be quickly and accuratly classified without introducing extensive bias. 

The predictive power of pooled friend network tweets for the classification of individuals 

should be explored further over different topics and user classifications of interest. It is 

interesting to consider how leveraging the timelines of users and their friends could 

provide new insight into several topic areas beyond candidate preference transitions. 

Prior studies have found that Twitter is an inadequate platform for measuring electoral 

outcomes (Gayo-Avello et al., 2011). Measuring self reported transitions from candidate 

support could potentially provide a more useful avenue for prediction, since overall 

candidate support proportions on Twitter are not representative of the general population. 

Although not a technical finding, but an anectdotal one, it is interesting to see the 
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difference in the morning consulting poll that suggested that more Buttigieg supporters 

preferred Bernie Sanders compared to Joe Biden and the eventual primary outcomes 

which favored Joe Biden, which was in alignment with a majority of user transitions from 

Pete Buttigieg to Joe Biden in this sample (91%). If transition proportions are 

representive of how Pete Buttigieg supporters transitioned support for the general 

population, then this method could potentially provide a substantial benefit to real-time 

election predictions. In addition, further work could be done to classify users into 

subgroups of activist versus general voter based on features that stood out during manual 

classification of final candidate preference. It was apparent that some Twitter users in this 

sample were campaign leaders and advocates for a particular candidate. If a large enough 

sample were to be collected for users that were classified as general voters (individuals 

who aren’t constantly explicitly advocating for a candidate, but share general opinions for 

candidates occationally) who support a certain candidate. Those users indication or lack 

of indication for support towards a remaining candidate could suggest how individuals 

voting decisions would behave in general. Further, a measured self-reported transition 

effect could be weighted by known outcomes from prior elections to increase prediction 

accuracy for future elections.  

While this study has certain limitations that will be discussed in the following 

section, it is also important to mention the potential benefits that this paper’s 

methodology has for other fields of interest. In the realm of business a similar proceedure 

could be performed involving social media users who mention a company’s products. 

These users could be classified as longtime or new product users. It may be of more 

benefit for a company to understand how their longtime product customers feel about a 
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certain implemented change than just any customer. By collecting timelines of 

individuals who mention a product, it is also possible to measure how many new 

mentions there are regarding that product.  

Limitations 

First, the process of identifying the candidate preferences for individuals has the 

potential for misclassification. This project did not include manual supervision for initial 

candidate support and while more sensitive to sarcasm the manual classification of final 

candidate preference was still prone to error. On initial candidate preference 

classification, sentiment analysis was used for tweets that contained the candidates’ key 

words as a main process for identifying individuals. Sarcasm during this process could 

potentially bias the sentiment scores and result in misclassifications. Using sentiment 

analysis as a feature in classifying candidate support can also bias the sample by 

removing users who tweet in a negative context for the candidate that they prefer. This is 

likely to occur if their preferred candidate was performing poorly at the time of the 

sampling.  

Self-selection bias was also introduced during the sampling process. Individuals 

must specifically tweet about the candidate that they are being classified as supporting. 

One potential pitfall to this method is that it can exclude individuals who are reserved 

about their candidate beliefs. This essentially narrows the population to that of politically 

outspoken Twitter users. A politically outspoken sub-population is most likely not 

representational of all of Twitter users or of the larger voting population as a whole.  

Small sample sizes introduce problems with being able to detect relationships. For 

example, sentiment correlations were all in the expected direction with relationship to the 
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candidates but lacked significance in several instances. With a larger sample there would 

be more power to detect potential significance. 

The free Twitter API presented another limitation. When using the Twitter REST 

API samples are taken from roughly a one percent snapshot of all tweets archived by 

Twitter. Studies have shown that for topics that have a large amount Twitter activity, 

such as the presidential primary considered in this thesis, that a one percent sample 

becomes less representational of overall Twitter activity (Morstatter et al., 2013). In 

addition, private accounts are not accessible for collecting timelines, which can bias 

samples collected for users and their reciprocal friend networks.  

Sample proportions for the transition from initial to final candidate preference 

should not be interpreted as representational of the way that the overall population 

decided to transition between candidates. Additionally, the proportions of identified 

supporters for each of the candidates are not representative of the offline number of 

supporters for that candidate. 

The process of collecting tweets based on keywords can introduce bias into the 

sampling process through segmenting the population based on word choice and context. 

This method of sampling, which was necessary in order to obtain a large enough sample 

for analysis, is in essence a convenience sample which can potentially introduce bias. 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis aimed to contribute new insights into how individuals’ decisions to 

support new candidates were associated with friend connections on Twitter. This work 

shows that differences in candidate name occurrence are good predictors of whom a user 

will chose to support as their new candidate preference. Not only is it important to note 
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that tweet frequency differences are important predictors for final candidate preference, 

but also that friend networks’ differences were stronger than users’ own tweet differences 

in determining final candidate preference. Using the logistic regression model along with 

dominance analysis, the study findings suggest a nuanced relationship between initial 

candidate preference and final candidate preference. While in the sample we see that 51 

percent of initial Elizabeth Warren and 91 percent of initial Pete Buttigieg supporters 

ended up supporting Joe Biden in the sample, the model suggests that if frequency 

differences were held neutral at 0 that we would expect Elizabeth Warren supporters to 

favor Bernie Sanders (58% predicted probability) and Pete Buttigieg supporters to favor 

Joe Biden (82% predicted probability).  

In addition to general findings related to the research questions, the methodology 

in this paper shows that the free twitter API can be used to glimpse insights into contexts 

that have generally been previously approached through big data methods on Twitter.  
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